
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

LEADING SPECIALIZED FAIRS IN GASTRONOMY  

Kindly invited to the 2020 GASTexpo & Ice Cream Fairs of Tastes 

 

From Wednesday, 29 January, to Saturday, 1 February, the Ljubljana Exhibition and Convention Centre 

will host the 14
th

 GASTexpo & Ice Cream International Specialised Fairs of Tastes, which have become 

the leading specialised HoReCa trade fairs in the region. They will again provide a vast insight into the 

trends, good practice and technological innovations in the industry. In four days, eight Ho-Re-Ca sectors 

– Gastronomy, Beverage, Coffee, Confectionery, Bakery, Ice Cream, Wine and Catering & Hospitality – 

will be at one place. 

 

Trade fairs open the doors to the world 

Over 500 exhibitors, both domestic and foreign, will come together with the interested expert public in 

the desire to obtain and share knowledge, expand business contacts and networks, promote own brands, 

and present and put themselves on the gastronomy or hospitality map, while searching for new business 

opportunities. A trade fair is the only medium allowing that, as it places emphasis on personal contacts. 

“Considering current progress, changes and technologies, the GASTexpo & Ice Cream Fairs of Tastes are 

a regular feature and an experience for all those pursuing their philosophy – personal contact and a 

firm handshake are still the best ways to make new acquaintances, relations and business deals. They 

follow progress persistently and give room to technological innovations in the industry, while remaining 

true to the primary role of a fair as a medium – they stress the importance and quality of personal 

contacts, which open the doors to the world,” said Matjaž Turk, the Director of GASTexpo & Ice 

Cream. “In four days, the 14
th

 International Specialised Fairs of Tastes will look back to the past, 

presenting and celebrating successful practices and innovations. More importantly, they will also face the 

future and lay down guidelines in gastronomy and hospitality,” he added.  

 

Following trends and technological innovations in 2020 

The exhibition and professional programme of the 14
th

 International GASTexpo & Ice Cream Fairs of 

Tastes will follow the trends, good practice and innovations in technology that await us in 2020. Over 500 

exhibitors will prepare so many novelties, innovations, tasting events and presentations, with focus on 

diversity, so each visitor of the Fairs of Tastes may find something to their own liking. 



The added value of the Fairs of Tastes are (free-of-charge) workshops and competitions educating the 

interested general public and thus providing progress and advancement. The coming trade fairs will offer 

over 50 workshops covering a vast culinary field – from a pizza-making school, confectionery and 

baking workshops, preparation of home-made pasta, vegan and bio workshops to the preparation of 

cocktails, beer and coffee workshops Latte Art & Barista. Participants will renew, update, upgrade or 

learn anew everything about making various foods using professional equipment under the guidance of 

top chefs. Six competitions at the Fairs of Tastes will allow culinary creators to draw attention to 

themselves and win the place they deserve on the gastronomic or culinary map. We will receive Bear of 

the Year, the Best Pizza Chef of Slovenia, the best gourmet ice cream, the 2
nd

 national champion in 

Topespresso Latte Art Grading System Slovenia and two winners in cocktail mixing – in the ICC Venka 

Vojo Fancy Drink and ICC Venka Vojo Non-alcoholic Cocktail categories.  

 

Wednesday to Saturday, from 10 a.m. to 7 p.m. 

The Specialised GASTexpo & Ice Cream Fairs of Tastes will be held from Wednesday, 29 January, to 

Saturday, 1 February, from 10 a.m. to 7 p.m. A daily ticket for adults will amount to €7, while pupils and 

students will pay a €5 entry fee. Every visitor to the Fairs will receive a free-of-charge catalogue 

presenting the exhibitors, floor plan and programme. Organisers invite visitors to check the daily 

programme of events, in-depth description of the exhibitors’ products and services, and other useful 

information on their website https://www.gast.si/. 

At the same time, the 31
st
 Alpe Adria, Fair for Tourism, Camping and Caravanning will be held! 

 

Every year, the Fairs of Tastes take a step forward in terms of products and services, quality and 

expertise, so join us at the coming ones!    

 

https://www.gast.si/

